INTERVIEWING
GLASSDOOR ACTIVITY

ACTIVITY INTRODUCTION

Glassdoor is an effective resource to prepare for an interview for many organizations. You can find interview questions that previous applicants encountered, among other insights. Having an idea of questions that could be asked can help in your interview preparation.

RELATED LEARNING OUTCOMES

- Learn how to properly research an organization prior to the interview.
- Be prepared to answer commonly asked questions.

ACTIVITY INSTRUCTIONS

1. **Step One**
   Ask the class to visit the MU Career Center [Interview Preparation] page. Click on the Glassdoor logo. This allows students to have unlimited access to questions.

2. **Step Two**
   Once students have reached Glassdoor, have them click on the interview tab at the top of the page and then use the following search:
   - Job Title/Company: University of Missouri
   - Location: Leave blank
   
   Now press Search. Finally, click on University of Missouri interviews.

3. **Step Three**
   Let students explore the University of Missouri area and view a few of the interview questions that are available.

4. **Step Four**
   Now, ask students to search 3-5 companies in which they may have an interest.

5. **Step Five**
   Finally, have students list a few of the interview questions that stood out and then attempt to answer 2-3 of those questions on their own.

CONCLUSION

Glassdoor can be a great resource to research companies before an interview. It can provide potential insights into interview questions that you might encounter.
GLASSDOOR STUDENT ACTIVITY

1 Step One
Go to https://career.missouri.edu/e-resources and click on the Glassdoor icon. Click on interviews at the top of the page and then enter the following search:

- Job Title/Company: University of Missouri
- Location: Leave blank

After pressing search, click on the first result, University of Missouri Interviews, and spend some time looking at interview questions that are listed. You can see that there are many interviews that have been posted.

Notice all of the other available information including salaries, reviews and difficulty of interviews.

2 Step Two
Research 3-5 companies you may be interested in working for in the future. List those companies below:

1) 
2) 
3) 
4) 
5) 

3 Step Three
Now list three of the interview questions you found most interesting or that surprised you.

1) 
2) 
3) 

4 Step Four
Finally, answer one or two of these questions.

Summary: Glassdoor can be an invaluable resource for company research and interview preparation.